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2K Games and developer Positech Games have announced that Forza Horizon developer Playground Games has been awarded
a contract to create games based on WWE2K for the next three years. 2K Games VP of Global Brand and Franchise
Development John Drake says, "With each year, our collaboration with Playground Games improves, with WWE2K the results
are nothing short of spectacular. Playground Games has created a fresh and exciting new approach to WWE2K, and we're
incredibly excited to be working together to continue bringing players the latest, greatest and most authentic WWE experience
possible." In the announcement, 2K Games also revealed that Playground Games CEO David Hunt has joined the 2K Games
Senior Management Team. Playground Games’ Chief Creative Officer, Paul Rustchynsky, said, "We can’t wait to begin work on
our next WWE2K game. The quality of the wrestlers, the social interactions and the deep customization are some of the best
parts of WWE2K. They’re all hallmarks of the Playground Games engine and we’re thrilled to be using them in the creation of
our next WWE2K game." 2K Games has also released a new trailer for WWE2K15, which you can check out below: God of
War: Ascension Announced, Trailer Shows New Gameplay The God of War series returns with a brand new title in the
upcoming installment, God of War: Ascension. IGN's own review says of the game, "Overall, Ascension is a great addition to
the ever-growing catalog of PlayStation 3 games. Ascension is enjoyable, and gives players a new perspective on the series,
while retaining the core gameplay from the previous games." In addition to the gameplay above, check out the second trailer for
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Ascension below. 2K Reveals 2014 Game Preview In an official blog post, 2K Games has announced that upcoming releases
will include a variety of sports games, including this year's Madden NFL15. The 2K list also includes five other sports
franchises, including NBA 2K14, NBA 2K15, NBA 2K16, FIFA 14, and NHL 14. IGN's preview of Madden NFL15 is out
now. The game launches on September 10, 2014. Hot Wheels: Transformers 3 Review Hot Wheels is one of the leading toy car
manufacturers and the Transformers franchise is one of the hottest properties in the toy industry. When Activision announced
that the 82157476af
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